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1. Introduction

Remarkable experimental and theoretical progress in the ex-
ploration of intramolecular, cluster, and condensed-phase fem-
tosecond dynamics established the conceptual framework for
ultrafast chemical dynamics and the timescale of nuclear
motion.[1, 2] Central features of ultrafast adiabatic dynamics per-
tain to configurational changes and intramolecular (or intra-
cluster) vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) in vertically excit-
ed or ionized electronic-vibrational states of polyatomic mole-
cules and clusters.[2] The exploration of nuclear dynamics trig-
gered by vertical electronic-vibrational excitation and ioniza-
tion addresses the foundations of chemical reactivity involving
the transition state and accommodation of vibrational energy
through IVR.

Arrhenius’ picture for the path of chemical reactions was
fundamentally concerned with reaction activation, which was
described by his famous equation. Activation enables the
system to propagate toward the transition state on the reac-
tion coordinate, as pointed out by Wigner and by Eyring. With
the advent of femtosecond spectroscopy, real-time interroga-
tion of the transition state of chemical reactions became ame-
nable to experimental[3–5] and theoretical[6–8] study. The under-
lying idea involved the preparation of a transition state of a
chemical reaction by a vertical optical excitation or ionization
process, which resulted in a nonequilibrium nuclear configura-
tion of a stable collision complex, and probing its temporal
evolution by laser-induced fluorescence, photoelectron
spectroscopy, or resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization
spectroscopy.[3–8] In this respect, some of the present authors
advanced a vertical one-photon photodetachment technique
to prepare a transition state of a neutral mass-selected cluster
and its subsequent interrogation by (one-photon or two-

photon) ionization.[4, 5] Negative ion-to-neutral-to-positive ion
(NeNePo) pump–probe femtosecond spectroscopy was first
applied to explore the nuclear dynamics of the transition state
of the Ag3 cluster in the nonequilibrium linear structure (2Sþg
state), and was later also extended to larger metal clusters[9]

and molecules.[10] In the latter example the particular ability of
the NeNePo technique to probe the transition-state dynamics
of thermal chemical reactions was emphasized.[10] In the case
of Ag3, the relaxation dynamics include sequential processes of
configurational relaxation to the triangular structure (2B2 state),
intracluster collisions, and IVR.[5, 7, 8, 11–13]

The process of IVR in an isolated molecule or cluster involves
vibrational energy flow from an initially excited vibrational
mode, or a wave packet of such vibrational modes, to other
types of nuclear motion.[14] IVR is the manifestation of quantum
coherence imposed by the preparation process on the initial
state. The idea of mode selectivity in unimolecular reactions is
quite old, dating to Hinshelwood in 1927–1933[15] who consid-
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The ultrafast dynamics of the bimetallic cluster Ag2Au is investi-
gated by pump–probe negative ion-to-neutral-to-positive ion
(NeNePo) spectroscopy. Preparation of the neutral cluster in a
highly nonequilibrium state by electron detachment from the
mass-selected anion, and subsequent probing of the neutral nu-
clear dynamics through two-photon ionization to the cationic
state, leads to strongly probe-energy-dependent transient cation-
abundance signals. The origin of this pronounced time and
wavelength dependence of the ionization probability on the fem-

tosecond scale is revealed by ab initio theoretical simulations of
the transient spectra. Based on the analysis of underlying dynam-
ics, two fundamental processes involving geometry relaxation
from linear to triangular structure followed by ultrafast intramo-
lecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) have been identified
and for the first time experimentally observed in the frame of
NeNePo spectroscopy under conditions close to zero electron ki-
netic energy.
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ered the possibility of “particular division of energy among a
limited number of vibrational degrees of freedom.” However,
the seminal Rice–-Ramsperger–-Kassel–-Marcus (RRKM) theory
of unimolecular reactions rested on the concept of complete
IVR, although this central process was not observed at that
time. During the last two decades, through the advent of ultra-
fast laser spectroscopy in supersonic beams, the phenomena,
vibrational energy domain, and timescales of IVR became ame-
nable to experimental interrogation. Typical examples regard-
ing the energy domain of IVR involve the observations of
Amirav et al.[16] of mode-selective intersystem crossing from
the S1 state in jet-cooled large aromatic molecules (e.g. , substi-
tuted anthracenes), which are eroded as a result of IVR at an
excess vibrational energy above �800 cm�1. The energy and
the time-resolved picosecond dynamics of IVR in the S1 state
of jet-cooled anthracene molecules were explored by Felker
and Zewail.[17]

As a three-atom molecule or cluster is the simplest system
in which IVR can occur, particular attention has been devoted
to these systems.[7, 8, 13] Herein, we report joint experimental
and theoretical results on the bimetallic noble metal trimer
Ag2Au, which allow determination of the influence of a heavy
atom on the timescales of processes and of lowered symmetry
on the nuclear dynamics. From the experimental side it will be
shown that, by NeNePo spectroscopy under conditions close
to zero electron kinetic energy (ZEKE), the timescales of differ-
ent processes such as geometric relaxation versus IVR can be
revealed. At the same time this has been predicted by theoret-
ical simulations, which are capable of identifying these differ-
ent processes in signals at different probe energies. Further-
more, a detailed analysis of the energy redistribution provides
valuable insight into the participation of the different vibra-
tional modes in the process of ultrafast IVR.

Experimental Section

The original NeNePo experimental setup[4, 18] was extended to
enable the control of cluster temperature between 20 and
300 K,[19] because only through experimental knowledge of the
precise temperature of the initial cluster ensemble does a detailed
comparison with theoretically simulated NeNePo transients
become possible. Silver–gold mixed clusters are prepared by simul-
taneous sputtering of four silver–gold alloy targets (composition
Ag 70:Au 30; MaTeck, J�lich, Germany) with accelerated xenon ion
beams of 12 keV kinetic energy. The xenon ion beams are generat-
ed by a cold reflex discharge ion source (CORDIS[20]) and directed
onto the targets by an electrostatic lens system (see Figure 1). The
charged clusters sputtered from the targets are steered into a first
helium-filled quadrupole Q0, which serves to collimate and ther-
malize the cluster ions. The ion beam is further guided into a
mass-selective quadrupole filter Q1 to select the Ag2Au� ions from
the initial cluster distribution. Subsequently, the monodisperse
cluster beam is guided by a third quadrupole Q2 into a helium-
filled (�1 Pa) octopole ion trap. The potential on the entrance lens
L1 of this ion trap is chosen just below the kinetic energy of the
ion beam so that the cluster ions are able to enter the trap (see
Figure 1). They traverse the trap (80 mm length) and are reflected
by the repulsive negative potential on the back electrode (exit lens
L2) of the trap. However, through collisions with the helium buffer

gas inside the trap, they very rapidly lose kinetic energy and are
not able to pass the entrance lens again. In this way the ions can
be stored inside the rf–octopole ion trap for seconds without sig-
nificant ion loss. The ion trap enclosure is attached to a closed-
cycle helium cryostat, which allows variable temperature adjust-
ment between 20 and 350 K. Thermal equilibration of the clusters
entering the trap is achieved within about a thousand collisions
with the buffer gas, that is, in a few milliseconds under our operat-
ing conditions.[19]

The femtosecond laser pulses are generated by a home-built Ti :
sapphire oscillator (Kapteyn–Murnane-type[21]) which is continuous-
ly pumped by a 5 W Spectra Physics Millennia Nd:YVO4 laser. Pulse
amplification is achieved with a Nd:YLF-laser-pumped Quantronix
Odin multipass amplifier to yield 1 mJ, 40 fs, 812 nm pulses at a
1 kHz repetition rate. This beam is split and 60 % intensity is direct-
ed into a TOPAS parametric amplifier to yield tunable light be-
tween 240 and 1600 nm, whereas the remaining 40 % intensity is
frequency-doubled in a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal. The two
beams are time-delayed with respect to each other, recombined,
and directed into the vacuum chamber in a direction collinear with
the mass spectrometer and the ion trap axis (see Figure 1). Cross-
correlation of the pump and probe laser pulses is measured direct-
ly inside the chamber through recording of the two-photon photo-
emission current on a polycrystalline gold surface, which can be
positioned in front of the octopole entrance lens L1. The typical
time resolution obtained from these measurements is 80 fs.

The average residence time of the cluster anions in the octopole
ion trap before interaction with a laser pulse is on the order of a
few hundred milliseconds. The first ultrafast laser pulse then de-
taches the excess electron of the anion resulting in a neutral clus-
ter in the geometry of the anion. This leads to nuclear-relaxation
dynamics, which can then be probed by femtosecond time-de-
layed two-photon ionization of the cluster to the cationic state. As
soon as cations are prepared inside the ion trap, they are extracted
by the electrostatic field of the exit lens L2 and can be mass ana-
lyzed with the final quadrupole mass filter Q3 (see Figure 1). The
ion current recorded by the detector behind Q3 as a function of
the pump–probe delay time gives rise to a transient NeNePo signal
that reflects the time-dependent ionization probability of the neu-
tral clusters caused by changing nuclear arrangements.

Figure 1. Experimental setup of the temperature-controlled ultrafast NeNePo
experiment. The upper part is a schematic diagram of the cluster source, quad-
rupole, octopole, and detector device arrangements. The lower part schemati-
cally illustrates the process of cluster cooling and trapping inside the octopole
ion trap, as well as the laser-induced charge-reversal process.
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2. Theory and Simulations

Our theoretical approach to multistate dynamics based on the
combination of ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) and classical
Wigner–Moyal representation of the vibronic density matrix,
which requires calculations of an ensemble of classical trajecto-
ries, allowed us to determine the timescales and nature of dif-
ferent ultrashort processes as well as the conditions under
which they can be experimentally observed.[7, 8, 22–25] In the
framework of NeNePo spectroscopy the following steps are
needed: preparation of an initial ensemble in the anionic
ground state of the cluster, one-photon detachment by the
pump pulse, propagation of the system on the neutral ground
state, and detection in the cationic state by a time-delayed
ionizing probe pulse. For this purpose precalculated high-qual-
ity energy surfaces for small systems can be used if availa-
ble,[7, 8] but ab initio MD “on the fly” offers a more general alter-
native since it is applicable to large systems.[7, 8, 22–26] We
showed previously that our ab initio Wigner distribution
method allows for accurate simulations of pump–probe sig-
nals, which account for temperature-dependent initial condi-
tions and for zero electron kinetic energy (NeNePo-ZEKE), as
well as considering the continuum states of the detached elec-
tron and the probed cation. The latter situation corresponds to
the original NeNePo experimental conditions,[4] and was first
demonstrated for the example of Ag3

�/Ag3/Ag3
+ by comparing

the experimental pump–probe signals with the simulated
ones.[7, 8] In this case only the geometric relaxation (after elec-
tron detachment) from linear to triangular configurations of
Ag3 and the corresponding timescale dependence on the tem-
perature were identified. In contrast, it was revealed from the
simulated NeNePo-ZEKE signals that not only the geometric re-
laxation but also a sudden internal vibrational redistribution
from the bending to the stretching mode in the triangular Ag3

region occurs as a result of a strong repulsion of the terminal
atoms.[7, 8] These findings indicate that a reduction of the
excess energy of the detached electron of the cation is a nec-
essary requirement for resolving geometric relaxation and IVR.
Here, conditions for the experimental realization of this prereq-
uisite will be shown for the case of Ag2Au.

The conceptual framework and quantitative predictive
power of our semiclassical simulations based on Wigner distri-
butions were verified by comparing the results with those of a
full quantum treatment of nuclear dynamics.[13] The main fea-
tures of the NeNePo-ZEKE signal of Ag3 obtained from both
theoretical treatments are in very good agreement. The time-
scales of the different processes are identical. The relative in-
tensities of the signal connected with geometric relaxation
versus IVR are only slightly changed, which implies that inter-
ference effects are of minor importance. These findings alto-
gether encouraged us to extend the Wigner distribution ap-
proach to larger systems such as noble-metal tetramers in
combination with ab initio MD “on the fly”. Knowledge was
gained from these theoretical studies about the conditions
under which structural properties of gas-phase clusters (global
and local minima) and isomerization processes can be observed
in the framework of the NeNePo-ZEKE type of spectroscopy.[23, 24]

To explore the femtosecond dynamics and to simulate time-
resolved pump–probe spectra of Ag2Au�/Ag2Au/Ag2Au+ clus-
ters, our ab initio Wigner distribution approach based on the
propagation of the ensemble of classical trajectories carried
out “on the fly” was employed. Since this involves ab initio MD
on the electronic ground states, the gradient-corrected DFT
with the atomic orbital (AO) Gaussian basis set is the method
of choice. Therefore the electronic structure calculations and
the MD “on the fly”, which involves the analytic gradients for
the calculation of forces along the given electronic state, were
performed using the 19-electron relativistic core potential
(19e-RECP) and corresponding AO basis sets for silver and gold
atoms together with the BP86 density functionals. The choice
of the combination of 19e-RECP and BP86 was mandatory to
obtain the required accuracy for the electronic structure and
dynamics of mixed trimers. This is a consequence of the
strongly pronounced relativistic effects of the Au atom, in par-
ticular with regard to the relative energy of the 6s orbital and
therefore of the s–d energy gap which influences the structural
properties of the ground state of neutral Ag2Au. This issue has
been verified by comparing the results using the highly corre-
lated coupled cluster method (CCSD). Therefore a simplified
methodological approach such as 1e-RECP is, from the quanti-
tative energetic point of view, not sufficiently accurate for
Ag2Au.[23] However, the 19e-RECP systematically overestimates
the ionization energies and therefore the scaling factor of
0.927 has been used throughout the paper based on the
values calculated using the 1e-RECP, which has been parame-
terized to reproduce the experimental values for ionization po-
tentials (IPs) of silver and gold clusters (see refs. [22, 27]).

Finally, for the simulation of the pump–probe signals we
need the densities of the anionic state as the initial ensemble,
of the neutral state reached after photodetachment (by the
pump step), and of the cationic state after photoionization (by
the probe step), as well as the laser-induced transition proba-
bilities between the states. All these quantities can be ob-
tained by introducing the classical approximation to the
Wigner–Moyal-transformed Liouville equation for the vibronic
density matrix by restriction to the lowest order in �h.

Moreover, for weak fields only first-order transition processes
are considered and for short pulses Gaussian envelopes are as-
sumed. Consequently, an analytical expression for the time-re-
solved NeNePo-ZEKE signal was derived[7] which gives a total
occupation of the cationic state [Eq. (1)] .
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In Equation (1), Epu (Epr) and spu (spr) are the excitation ener-
gies and durations of the pump (probe) pulses, respectively,
and td is the time delay between the pulses. VIP(q1(t1;q0,p0)) is
the time-dependent energy gap between the cationic and the
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neutral electronic states at time t1, with the corresponding co-
ordinates q1(t1) on the neutral ground-state potential energy
surface (PES) and with the initial coordinates and momenta q0

and p0 given by the anionic Wigner distribution P0(q0,p0).
VVDE(q0) represents the vertical detachment energies of the ini-
tial anionic ensemble.

The simulations of the signals involve three steps:

1) First the initial anionic Wigner phase–space distribution
P0(q0,p0) has to be generated either for single vibronic
states or for thermal ensembles within the harmonic ap-
proximation. In this work we use a canonical ensemble for
which the Wigner distribution of each normal mode
[Eq. (2)] reads:

Pðq,pÞ ¼ a

p�h
exp

�
� 2a

�hw
ðp2 þ wq2Þ

�
ð2Þ

with w denoting the normal-mode frequency and a =

tanh(�hw/2kBT). Equation (2) corresponds to a quantum me-
chanical density distribution and can be used for low or
moderate initial temperatures for which anharmonicities
are negligible. For high temperatures an accounting for an-
harmonicities becomes mandatory, so that the phase-space
distribution should be better obtained from a long classical
trajectory. For the low temperatures considered here, the
ensemble of initial conditions necessary for the molecular
dynamics in the ground state was obtained by sampling
the phase-space distribution [Eq. (2)] . The last exponential
in Equation (1) corresponds to the Franck–Condon transi-
tion probability after the ensemble has been photode-
tached by the pump step.

2) In the second step the ensemble is propagated on the neu-
tral ground-state PES using classical MD “on the fly”, which
gives rise to time-dependent ionization energies VIP. The
transition to the cationic ground state in the probe step is
given by the second exponential of Equation (1).

3) In the third step the final calculation of the signal requires
an averaging over the whole ensemble. The time resolution
of the signal is determined by the pump–probe correlation
function (the first exponential of Equation (1)) with the
probe pulse window located around the time delay td be-
tween the two pulses. The resolution is given by the dura-
tions of the pump and probe pulses. As a consequence of
the classical approximation, quantum coherence effects are
not taken into account. However, their importance is ex-
pected to be negligible for heavy atoms such as silver and
gold.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Electronic and Geometric Structure of Ag2Au in Different
Charged States

The Ag2Au�/Ag2Au/Ag2Au+ system offers an opportunity to
study the dynamics of configurational changes and IVR in a bi-

metallic system which contains a heavy atom. In this system a
transition state in the neutral ground state is reached after
photodetachment, and subsequently, geometry relaxation and
IVR are probed by ionization to the cationic state, as schemati-
cally shown in Figure 2. Comparing the dynamics of the

Ag2Au�/Ag2Au/Ag2Au+ system to the previously studied Ag3
�/

Ag3/Ag3
+ system, two differences are apparent: a difference in

electronic structure and mass effects. In the framework of the
DFT procedure with 19e-RECP and BP86 functionals, the most
stable isomer in the anionic ground state assumes the linear
geometry with the gold atom in a peripheral position (see
Figure 2). The other linear symmetric isomer is 0.36 eV higher
in energy. In the neutral ground state Ag2Au assumes a trian-
gular C2v structure. Both linear equilibrium geometries of the
anion represent transition states on the PES of the neutral.
Each transition state interconnects two symmetry-equivalent
triangular structures and has two imaginary frequencies along
the degenerate bending mode. The NeNePo pump–probe
energy scheme in Figure 2 provides information about the
minimum energy required for photodetachment, and in partic-
ular about the energy interval for ionization in which minimum
excess energy is transferred to the detached electron. It there-
fore serves as a guide for the assignment of the corresponding

Figure 2. Scheme for the negative ion, neutral, and positive ion of Ag2Au. The
geometries of the different isomeric structures of the anion are indicated (dark
spheres : Au; light spheres: Ag). The vertical transitions from the anion equilibri-
um geometry to the positive ion are highlighted by arrows with the respective
transition energies. Also marked by an arrow is the transition from the neutral
triangular equilibrium geometry to the positive ion together with the corre-
sponding ionization energy.
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pump–probe energies at which the different processes of ge-
ometry relaxation and IVR can be monitored.

3.2. Experimental NeNePo Transients at Selected
Probe Energies

The experimentally determined adiabatic detachment energy
of Ag2Au� amounts to 2.78 eV[28] (see also Figure 2). The first
excited neutral state is separated from the anion by about
4 eV.[28] Pump photon energies of 446 to 310 nm should there-
fore be suited to preparing the neutral Ag2Au in the electronic
ground state. The transient NeNePo signals obtained do
indeed show the same temporal evolution independent of the
pump wavelength in this range. Figure 3 a displays the
NeNePo signal for 350 nm pump and 406 nm probe wave-
lengths measured at 20 K. An identical transient signal is ob-
tained when the pump pulse is changed to 406 or 323 nm.
The measured Ag2Au+ ion intensity is lowest around time
zero, when the pump and probe pulses overlap temporally.
The signal stays at the same low level for 1.1 ps, then rises
gradually and passes a reproducible shoulder around 2.0 ps
until it reaches its maximum value at 2.5 ps. It subsequently

decreases again and remains almost constant at about half of
its maximal intensity from 3.5 ps onward. The ionization to the
cationic state is performed via a two-photon transition, which
is confirmed by the quadratic power dependence of the
NeNePo signal intensity.[29] Thus, the 406 nm probe pulse
wavelength lpr in Figure 3 a corresponds to a 6.1 eV two-
photon probe energy Epr2ph. Varying the probe photon energy
has a dramatic influence on the temporal evolution of the
NeNePo transient signal. Figure 3 b shows the signal obtained
with a 350 nm probe wavelength, that is, Epr2ph = 7.1 eV. Again
the Ag2Au+ ion intensity is minimal around time zero, but
starts to rise after about 500 fs with a considerably steeper
slope than that in Figure 3 a to reach a maximum at 1.1 ps.
The signal decreases again comparably fast and stays at a con-
stant level after 2 ps. Finally, the NeNePo signal in Figure 3 c
was obtained with a probe wavelength of 323 nm (Epr2ph =

7.7 eV). The overall Ag2Au+ ion intensity is smaller compared
to the two previous measurements, indicated by the smaller
signal-to-noise ratio. The signal displays no peak, only a fast
rise between about 700 fs and 1.5 ps to remain constant after-
ward within experimental accuracy.

The theoretically obtained NeNePo signals will be presented
in the following section. Their comparison to the measured
time-dependent NeNePo ionization efficiencies will enable the
assignment of the observed pronounced probe energy de-
pendence to the fundamental processes of nuclear dynamics.

3.3. Selective Probing of Geometrical-Relaxation Dynamics
and of IVR: Theory and Experiment

An initial temperature of 20 K, as in the experiments, was se-
lected for the simulations. Only the most stable isomer is
populated, because of the low temperature and the large
energy difference between the two anionic isomers. It can also
be safely assumed that the harmonic approximation is valid
under these conditions. Therefore the initial conditions for the
MD simulations were sampled from the canonical Wigner dis-
tribution of each independent normal mode according to
Equation (2). The histogram of the vertical detachment ener-
gies (VDEs) shown in Figure 4 exhibits an almost Gaussian
shape centered around 3.00 eV. The most abundant VDE is in
agreement with experimental data reported in ref. [28].

In the neutral state 420 trajectories were propagated and
the time-dependent energy gaps to the cationic state were cal-
culated along the trajectories. They are required for the simula-
tion of the NeNePo-ZEKE spectra and are shown in Figure 5.
Snapshots of the neutral-state dynamics in the Cartesian
center-of-mass coordinate system at selected times up to
3.5 ps are shown in Figure 6. These snapshots, together with
the time-dependent energy-gap functions in Figure 5, provide
information about the time evolution of the system. At t = 0 a
localized ensemble is prepared with a very narrow spread in
the coordinate space (Figure 6) corresponding to the low tem-
perature of 20 K. After photodetachment, the system is in the
transition-state region of the neutral ground-state PES and
starts to evolve “downhill” (see Figure 2). The dynamics up to
1 ps are mainly characterized by a broadening of the initial en-

Figure 3. Experimental NeNePo signals (*) obtained for three different probe
pulse wavelengths in comparison with the simulated time-dependent signals
(c) for the different probe pulse energies. The ionization probe step is two-
photonic, as confirmed by power-dependent measurements. The signals are
normalized in intensity: a) the experimental data obtained at lpr = 406 nm
(Epr2ph = 6.1 eV) are overlaid by the simulated NeNePo-ZEKE (bold line) and
NeNePo (thin line) signals at Epr = 6.1 eV (lower panel of Figure 7 a); b) experi-
mental data obtained at lpr = 350 nm (Epr2ph = 7.1 eV) are overlaid by the simu-
lated NeNePo-ZEKE signal at Epr = 7.1 eV (second panel from the top of Fig-
ure 7 a); and c) the experimental data obtained at lpr = 323 nm (Epr2ph = 7.7 eV)
are overlaid by the simulated NeNePo signal at Epr = 7.41 eV (upper panel of
Figure 7 b). A common time zero between experiment and theory has been
chosen for all probe energies. The deviation in the time origin corresponds to
less than 0.1 eV in the probe energy.
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semble, as can be seen in the first three plots of Figure 6. Con-
sequently, the cation–neutral energy-gap functions are increas-
ingly divergent (Figure 5). Again from Figure 6, it can be seen
that the geometrical relaxation toward the triangular global
minimum is complete around 1.5–2.0 ps. The onset of the geo-
metrical change is also well-reflected by the time-dependent
energy gaps in Figure 5. Within the first 2 ps, the swarm of
energy gaps changes from 7.5 to 6.5 eV. Subsequently, all
energy-gap functions oscillate in the interval between 6.1 and
6.5 eV, which corresponds to the vibrational dynamics within
the potential-energy basin of the triangular Ag2Au. The mini-
mum energy-gap value of �6.1 eV marks the closest approach
of the terminal silver and gold atoms, which is referred to as
an internal collision within the cluster.

Regarding Figure 5, two different detection scenarios can be
distinguished, both theoretically and experimentally. First is
the case of a defined probe energy, denoted NeNePo-ZEKE in
Section 3, a kind of resonant situation in which no energy will
be transferred from the photon into the kinetic energy of the

detached electron. Thus, the photon energy exactly defines
the ionization energy-gap situation from Figure 5 that will
show up in the positive-ion signal. These NeNePo-ZEKE signals
are obtained theoretically by integrating the contributions of
the energy-gap functions in Figure 5 that cross a line parallel
to the abscissa which is defined by the given ionizing photon
energy value. This first case is achieved experimentally by
either directly detecting the zero-kinetic-energy electrons,
which has not been successful so far, or by making use of a fa-
vorable resonance, either of Franck–Condon or electronic type,
to approximate these conditions. The latter will be shown
below to persist in the presented experimental NeNePo transi-
ents. Two essentially different kinds of processes can be
probed in the NeNePo-ZEKE signals by adjusting the probe
pulse energy. Pulse energies between 6.5 and 7.5 eV probe the
onset of the relaxation process. It is expected that the signals
in this energy range show a maximum at delay times when
the probe pulse energy is resonant with the energy gaps, and
decrease to zero at later times. Pulse energies below 6.5 eV
serve as a probe for the arrival and the subsequent dynamics
at the triangular structure. At low (�6.1 eV) pulse energies it is
expected that the signal rises after 2 ps (see Figure 5) and re-
mains almost constant at later times. The second scenario cor-
responds to the classical NeNePo experiment[4] in which all
energy-gap values below the probe photon energy contribute

Figure 4. Histogram of vertical detachment energies (VDEs) of Ag2Au� at
T = 20 K.

Figure 5. Bunch of energy-gap functions (each corresponding to one simulated
trajectory) between the neutral and cationic state of Ag2Au. Ionization probe
energies of 6.1 (c) and 7.1 eV (a) are indicated. NeNePo-ZEKE spectra are
obtained by integrating the contributions of the energy-gap functions that
cross these lines according to Equation (1).

Figure 6. Snapshots of the neutral ground-state dynamics of Ag2Au up to
3.5 ps in the center-of-mass coordinate system in the molecular plane. Each
frame shows the spatial location (x and y) of the two silver (dark dots) and
one gold (light dots) atoms of an ensemble of 420 clusters at the indicated
delay time. In particular, the onset of IVR is apparent from the frames at 2 ps
and later times, where the distribution of the atomic locations fills a much
larger area in the coordinate plane than at earlier times.
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to the detected time-dependent positive-ion signal. These
NeNePo transients are obtained theoretically by integrating
over the contributions of all energy-gap functions in Figure 5
that propagate below a line parallel to the abscissa which is
defined by the given ionizing photon energy value.

For an illustration of the different possibilities, four probe
pulse energies of 7.41, 7.10, 6.84, and 6.10 eV were selected.
The corresponding simulated NeNePo-ZEKE and NeNePo sig-
nals are shown in Figure 7. We first address the NeNePo-ZEKE
signals (Figure 7 a). The 7.41 eV pulse probes the system at the

beginning of its geometrical relaxation, close to the Franck–
Condon region (see Figure 2), where the Ag�Ag�Au bond
angle is still large and the ionization energy high. Accordingly,
the time until the onset of the signal (“incubation time”) is
only �200 fs and the maximum is reached at �650 fs, while
at times �2 ps it drops to almost zero. The signals at 7.10 and
6.84 eV behave qualitatively similarly, but are shifted toward
larger delay times (incubation times 650 fs and 1.2 ps, maxima
at 1.3 and 2.0 ps, drops down toward zero at �3 and �4 ps,
respectively). The signal maxima correspond to ensemble-
averaged Ag�Ag�Au bond angles of 133 and 988, respectively.
The longer tail of the 6.84 eV signal reflects an increased
spread of the arrival times at the probe window as a result of
different initial velocities in the ensemble. However, the
6.10 eV signal rises after 2.0 ps and shows a maximum at
�2.4 ps corresponding to the intracluster collision between
the gold and silver atoms after arriving at the triangular struc-
ture. After passing a maximum this signal remains constant on
average, and shows an irregular oscillation pattern which is

characteristic for the IVR process within the triangular struc-
ture. The irregularity is a consequence of a large excess energy
of 0.31 eV gained during the relaxation process. In contrast,
the simulated NeNePo signals shown in Figure 7 b exhibit
slightly increasing incubation times on lowering the probe
energy from 7.41 to 6.84 eV, followed by a monotonous in-
crease and saturation of the signal. For the probe energy of
6.1 eV the continuum energy is so low that the simulated
NeNePo-ZEKE and NeNePo signals exhibit very similar features.
The comparison of both types of signals in Figure 7 clearly
shows that only NeNePo-ZEKE-type experiments have a chance
to resolve timescales for different processes such as geometric
relaxation versus IVR.

An overlay of the experimental transients with the theoreti-
cally obtained signals at the corresponding probe energies is
displayed in Figure 3. As predicted, at Epr2ph = 6.1 eV (Figure 3 a)
the onset of IVR and the dynamics of Ag2Au initiated by the
collision of the terminal Au and Ag atoms can be probed ex-
clusively. The good agreement between experimental and si-
mulated NeNePo-ZEKE signals is apparent, and indicates that
the experimental signal starts to rise when the system ap-
proaches the triangular potential well. The signal maximum
can be assigned to the time of intracluster collision at �2.4 ps
followed by IVR in the potential minimum of the neutral trian-
gular geometry (see Figure 2). The experimental signal offset
at longer delay times is somewhat lower with respect to the
maximum than that expected from the simulated NeNePo-
ZEKE signal. This might be attributed to contributions from the
rather similar NeNePo-type signal (see Figure 7 b). This shows
explicitly in which regime ZEKE conditions hold in the experi-
ment. Figure 3 b shows the comparison of simulated and ex-
perimental transient-ion signals at 7.1 eV probe photon energy.
The initial peak of the experimental transient is perfectly
matched by the simulated NeNePo-ZEKE signal at the corre-
sponding wavelength. Therefore the experimental conditions
in this case allow for direct exclusive probing of the geometri-
cal relaxation of Ag2Au passing through bending angles of f=

1668 at the signal onset around 500 fs, to f= 1388 at the
signal maximum, and finally up to f= 968 at 2 ps, where the
terminal atoms interact and the intracluster collision is closely
ahead (see also the discussion in Section 3.4 below). The ex-
perimental signal offset at times later than 2 ps can again be
attributed to the imperfect NeNePo-ZEKE conditions. Possible
reasons for the good agreement of the experimental transient
signal with the simulated NeNePo-ZEKE transient signal might
be either a particularly favorable Franck–Condon overlap in
the case of 7.1 eV two-photon probe energy or, in principle,
the involvement of a hitherto unknown intermediate resonant
state in the 350 nm two-photon ionization of neutral Ag2Au. In
fact, such two-photon selective NeNePo probing by resonant
excited neutral states has been reported in the case of
Ag3.[12, 18, 19] If the transient signal of Ag2Au at 350 nm is indeed
a result of a resonant two-photon ionization process, in con-
trast to ionization at 406 nm, the relative intensity of the
350 nm signal should be much higher than that of the 406 nm
signal. However, the signal intensities at 350 and 406 nm prob-
ing are comparable,[29] and thus resonant two-photon ioniza-

Figure 7. Simulated NeNePo-ZEKE (a) and NeNePo (b) signals for probe energies
of 6.10, 6.84, 7.10, and 7.41 eV.
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tion can be ruled out and the prevalence of a favorable
Franck–Condon window is likely to be the origin of the ob-
served signal for Ag2Au at Epr2ph = 7.1 eV. Finally, at high ioniza-
tion energy Epr2ph = 7.7 eV the theory would predict no observ-
able time-dependent NeNePo signal, because the photon
energy is high enough to ionize the neutral cluster in any geo-
metrical arrangement. Nevertheless, a comparably weak experi-
mental transient signal is detected. This signal is in agreement
with the simulated NeNePo transient at a probe energy of
7.41 eV, just below the highest theoretically predicted ioniza-
tion energy which corresponds to the linear transition-state
structure (see Figure 3 c). Thus, the experiment at Epr2ph = 7.7 eV
apparently monitors the system when it leaves this transition-
state region. Still, there is a considerable signal onset time of
about 700 fs which reflects the very shallow slope of the PES
around the linear transition-state geometry (see Figure 2). A
possible reason for the experimental detection of a time-de-
pendent signal at energies higher than the highest calculated
ionization potential might again be found in a photon-energy-
dependent Franck–Condon factor between neutral and posi-
tive-ion PES around the linear geometry, which is not consid-
ered in the simulations. However, as soon as the wavepacket
has left the initial transition-state region, all structures with a
smaller bending angle can be ionized and the signal in Fig-
ure 3 c displays a constant offset, as does the simulated
NeNePo transient.

In summary, at a 7.7 eV two-photon ionization energy Ag2Au
is monitored immediately when it leaves the linear transition-
state region. Probing at Epr2ph = 7.1 eV directly detects the neu-
tral Ag2Au system undergoing a bending motion from an
almost linear arrangement at f= 1668 to f= 968 just before
the intracluster collision. Finally, at 6.1 eV two-photon probe
energy, the system is caught at the time of the collision of the
terminal Ag and Au atoms at �2.4 ps which is followed by IVR
in the potential minimum of the neutral triangular geometry.

3.4. Energy Accommodation: Analysis of IVR.

From our analysis of the nuclear dynamics we wish to address
the timescales and the nature of the IVR. The evolution of the
system can be followed from Figure 8, which shows a bundle
of trajectories projected on the plane spanned by the bending
coordinate (Qb) and by the first, antisymmetric stretching (Qs1)
normal coordinate. The geometry relaxation involves mainly
the bending and the antisymmetric stretching mode, as the
motions along these coordinates are 4 and 3 �, respectively,
while the motion along the second, symmetric stretching coor-
dinate spans only 1 �. At the pump instant (t = 0), the system
is in the linear configuration at Qb = 4.0 �, Qs1 =�2.8 � and
starts running toward the triangular equilibrium geometry at
Qb = 0, Qs1 = 0, where the trajectory bundle branches because
of the appearance of IVR.

For an analysis of the vibrational energy redistribution, we
decomposed the kinetic energy into normal-mode contribu-
tions. This was achieved by projecting the atomic velocities at
regular time intervals on the non-mass-weighted normal coor-
dinates of the neutral triangular Ag2Au system. Figure 9 a

shows a single-trajectory example together with the two dis-
tinct Ag�Ag�Au bond angles f. The potential energy function
V(f) for Ag2Au is shown in Figure 10 a. The bond angle f in
Figure 9 a decreases from an initial value of about 1808 at t = 0
to a minimum value of 548 at t = 2.36 ps. However, the kinetic
energy begins to increase notably only at t�2.0 ps, when f

falls short of �908, that is, where the steep region of V(f) (Fig-
ure 10 a) is entered. Accordingly, within the next 360 fs f de-
creases much more rapidly (Figure 9 a) and the kinetic energy
in the bending mode passes a pronounced maximum. Shortly
after, the kinetic energy decreases to zero, as the system
passes the potential minimum and the terminal atoms subse-
quently further approach each other (“internal collision”), until
the kinetic energy is consumed by running against the repul-
sive part of the potential. In parallel to the increase of the ki-
netic energy in the bending mode, intense oscillations are trig-
gered in the first, antisymmetric stretching mode and to a
smaller extent in the symmetric stretching mode Qs2. Appa-
rently, the simultaneous gain of kinetic energy of the Qb and
Qs1 modes is a consequence of the fact that both normal coor-
dinates together make up the major components of the linear-
to-triangular geometric relaxation coordinate.

An analysis of the energy exchange between the modes re-
quires the monitoring of the total energy content in each
mode. The vibrational periods of the nearly periodic stretching
modes (Figure 9 a) can be inferred from the kinetic energy os-
cillations as being 306 and 204 fs, respectively. These vibration-
al periods reflect the corresponding harmonic values of 289
and 189 fs, prolonged by the anharmonicities. In contrast, the
bending mode is completely aperiodic. Typically, the intense ki-
netic energy peaks of the bending mode appear in pairs, one
peak with a gentle increase followed by a steep drop-off, and
the second with an inverse shape. The steep side of the peak

Figure 8. Representation of a bundle of 7 trajectories in the plane spanned by
the bending coordinate Qb and by the antisymmetric stretching coordinate Qs1.
The starting point t = 0 is marked in the figure.
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marks an approach to or a departure from an internal collision,
and the gentle side an increase of f with a partial escape from
the deep part of the potential well. Accordingly, intense kinetic

energy oscillations of the
stretching modes appear be-
tween two pronounced kinetic
energy maxima of the bending
mode, when the system is in the
deep region of the potential
well (508� f�808, see Fig-
ure 10 a), so that enough energy
is available for the stretching
modes. This relation is particular-
ly apparent for the antisymmet-
ric stretching mode, and mani-
fests an extensive energy ex-
change and a close coupling of
these modes. In the single-tra-
jectory example given in Fig-
ure 9 a, a partial escape from the
potential well with f�808
occurs at t = 3.0–3.5 ps.

Insight into the IVR can be
gained from an analysis of the
single-trajectory example (Fig-
ure 9 a). At times t<2.0 ps, the
three vibrational modes contain
very little energy according to
the envelope of their kinetic
energy oscillations. This is be-
cause the system is located in
the flat region of the PES, where

the bond angle f exceeds 908 (Figure 10 a). In this region, the
potential energy is high, but can be viewed as a constant
offset, which is not available for the vibrational modes. The
small envelopes of the kinetic energy oscillations are almost
constant, which implies only very little IVR in this time domain.
At times t�2.0 ps the system enters the deep part of the po-
tential well, so that the kinetic energy of all modes increases.
At t = 2.28 ps, the kinetic energy in the bending mode reaches
a sharp maximum. According to the envelopes which can be
drawn around the kinetic energy maxima, the total energies of
the two stretching modes can be estimated as 676 and
226 cm�1, respectively, while the kinetic energy of the bending
mode is 1078 cm�1. The sum of the two estimated total-mode
energies and of the kinetic energy of the bending mode is
1984 cm�1, while the total vibrational excess energy is
1739 cm�1. The deviation, 245 cm�1, between these two values
marks the magnitude of the error of the energy partitioning.
Shortly after the bending mode has passed its maximum kinet-
ic energy, its kinetic energy drops to zero (manifesting internal
collision), which for the single trajectory of Figure 9 a occurs at
2.36 ps. Since the other mode energies increase at the same
time, IVR is manifested; the drop of the kinetic energy in the
bending mode cannot be solely explained by a conversion of
kinetic to potential energy in the bending mode. Since this be-
havior is also found for other trajectories, one can generally
state that notable IVR sets in at the instant of internal collision.

Figure 9 b shows the energy content in the three vibrational
normal modes, averaged over the ensemble of 400 trajectories.

Figure 9. a) A single-trajectory example of the evolution of the Ag�Ag�Au bond angle f (upper panel) and of the ki-
netic energy in the three vibrational normal modes (lower panels). In the upper panel two functions are given for f,
since for triangular geometries two Ag�Ag�Au bond angles can be defined. The lower curve for f reflects the atom
connectivities of the initial linear geometry, and therefore monitors the geometrical relaxation until the closest ap-
proach of the terminal atoms (internal collision). The upper curve is the larger of the two Ag�Ag�Au bond angles and
indicates partial escapes from the potential well of the triangular geometry. A partial escape from the potential well
(see Figure 10 a) with f�808 is observed at 3.0–3.5 ps, where the oscillation of the kinetic energy of the stretching
modes is very weak. In the second panel from the top, the collision time tCOLL = 2.36 ps, determined from the first pro-
nounced rise and the subsequent sharp minimum of the kinetic energy in the bending mode, is marked in the dia-
gram. b) The time evolution of the bond angle and of the kinetic energy in the vibrational normal modes, averaged
over 400 trajectories.

Figure 10. The potential energy V(f) of Ag2Au as a function of the bending
angle (a) in comparison to the Ag3 potential (b). Note the considerably narrow-
er potential well around f�608 in the case of Ag2Au.
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The kinetic energy in the three vibrational modes begins to
rise at t = 1.5–2.0 ps, when the majority of the ensemble reach-
es the deeper part of the potential well. The larger energy con-
tent in the bending mode and in the first stretching mode re-
flects the initial excitation of these modes by the geometric re-
laxation. In a histogram of the collision times of the entire tra-
jectory ensemble (not shown), the onset of internal collisions
tON

COLL is observed at 1.5 ps, which marks the onset of IVR in the
system. An equipartition of the energy among the modes is
not achieved within the simulation time of 5 ps. Also, the oscil-
lations of the kinetic energy in the modes are not completely
smoothed down, which indicates that the dynamics of the
system is not completely dephased within 5 ps. The incom-
plete equipartition of energy and the incomplete dephasing
suggest that 5 ps is not sufficient to equilibrate the system.

In summary, after the pump step the neutral Ag2Au system
undergoes a geometric relaxation from a linear transition state
toward the triangular equilibrium configuration. The system
runs downhill on the PES. At time t�1.5 ps, the system starts
to reach the well of the potential V(f) (see Figure 10 a). Shortly
after, the terminal atoms are so close that they repel each
other. This is the time of the internal collision tON

COLL = 1.5 ps,
which marks the end of the geometrical relaxation and the
onset of IVR. The vibrational energy flows mainly from the
bending to the first, antisymmetric stretching mode.

3.5. Comparison with Ag3

The gross features of the Ag2Au nuclear dynamics are similar
to those of Ag3, that is, a linear-to-bent geometrical relaxation
with an internal collision of the terminal atoms, induction of in-
tense oscillations, mainly of one stretching mode, and a rever-
sible energy exchange between one stretching mode and the
bending mode.[4, 7, 8, 12, 18] However, in Ag2Au the antisymmetric
stretching mode is the primary target of the initial energy
transfer, whereas in Ag3 the primary energy transfer is into the
symmetric stretching mode.[7, 8] Also, the relative kinetic energy
content in the two stretching modes of Ag2Au after our theo-
retical simulation time window of 5 ps is still clearly in favor of
the antisymmetric stretch by 80 cm�1, which underlines the
fact that IVR is not completed after 5 ps in Ag2Au. In Ag3, the
energy is equipartitioned between the antisymmetric and the
symmetric stretch within 3 ps.[7, 8] For Ag2Au as well as for Ag3,
almost no IVR is observed prior to the onset tON

COLL of the inter-
nal collision. The times tON

COLL for Ag3 are 990 fs for a 50 K and
750 fs for a 300 K ensemble, whereas for Ag2Au tON

COLL is 1.5 ps
for an ensemble of 20 K initial temperature. Since the collision
times are very much dependent on the initial ensemble tem-
perature, the results for Ag2Au and Ag3 cannot be directly
compared, but the timescales are in general longer in the bi-
metallic trimer because of the heavy Au atom. Ag3 shows a dif-
ference after its geometrical relaxation. The probability density
of Ag3 is much less confined to the triangular equilibrium ge-
ometry than that of Ag2Au. The reason becomes apparent
when comparing the two potential functions V(f) depicted in
Figure 10. The deep part of the potential curve spans a much
narrower range for Ag2Au (Figure 10a), while the wider Ag3 po-

tential (Figure 10 b) favors a partial escape from the triangular
configuration. In the case of Ag2Au the bonding in the triangu-
lar structure is stronger as a result of charge transfer from Ag
to Au caused by the electronegativity difference between
these two atoms, which gives rise to a narrower and deeper
potential well.

4. Conclusions

Temperature-controlled measurements of the neutral bimetallic
cluster Ag2Au in a femtosecond pump–probe negative ion-to-
neutral-to-positive ion (NeNePo) experiment reveal the time-
scales of different processes of geometrical-relaxation dynam-
ics. The experimental data are in complete agreement with
first-principles ab initio molecular dynamics simulations, which
provide insight into the fundamental processes of structural
dynamics in this model-type triatomic system, namely geome-
try relaxation and IVR. Probing at a 7.1 eV two-photon ioniza-
tion energy monitored directly how the neutral Ag2Au system
undergoes a bending motion from a linear transition state
toward the triangular equilibrium configuration. In contrast, at
a 6.1-eV two-photon probe energy, the system is caught at the
time of the collision of the terminal Ag and Au atoms (intra-
cluster collision), which marks the end of the geometrical relax-
ation and the onset of IVR. Detailed analysis of the energy flow
in the process of IVR is provided by decomposition of the total
kinetic energy of the system into normal-mode contributions.
This analysis reveals that the vibrational energy flows mainly
from the bending to the first, antisymmetric stretching mode
and that the onset of IVR occurs on a longer timescale for the
Ag2Au cluster than for the Ag3 cluster, because of the heavy
atom.

This successful collaborative effort of first-principles calcula-
tions and femtosecond time-resolved NeNePo experiments
under well-controlled conditions, such as low temperature and
photoexcitation close to ZEKE conditions, demonstrates the
potential of the technique to launch and assess dynamics spe-
cifically for the neutral electronic ground state. One main ad-
vantage of this approach is the fact that no electronic decay
channels are provided from the neutral electronic ground state
for the initial excitation and, thus, the observed dynamics can
be directly attributed to vibrational-mode coupling, that is, IVR
is monitored directly. Our experimental and theoretical work
will be extended to structural dynamics in larger clusters, and
also in particular to reactions in the neutral electronic ground
state, where the analysis of the contribution of IVR is essential
for a conceptual understanding of observed reaction path-
ways.
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